Free groups have many applications in Algebraic Topology. In this paper I specifically study the finitely generated free groups by using the covering spaces and fundamental groups. To review the definition of Free groups, you can read [1] or the Appendix A.
By the Van Kampen's theorem, we have a famous fact that π 1 pS 1 _ S 1 q Z˚Z " F 2 . Therefore, to study F n , we could try to figure out the covering spaces of S 1 _ S 1 or even Ž i S 1 . And in the appendix B, we use prove the NielsenSchreier theorem which we will use this to study finitely index subgroups of F n .
Theorem 1.
For m and n non-negative integers, the rank of a free group is well-defined.
That is, if F n , the free group of rank n, is isomorphic to F m , the free group of rank m, then m " n.
Proof. Suppose we have an isomorphism φ : F m Ñ F n . Let's denote ta 1 ,¨¨¨, a m u be the free generating set of F m and tb 1 ,¨¨¨, b n u be the free generating set of F n .
As shown in the figure below, consider the canonical surjection F n Ab Ý Ñ À i Z ă b i ą, we get a homomorphism φ˝Ab :
Notice that because both φ and Ab are surjective, so is the map F. So we get a surjective homomorphism Z m Ñ Z n . Now we use the map F n φ´1 Ý Ý Ñ F m , then by the same reason, we get a map G : has a subgroup isomorphic to F 2 ).
For m " 2, S 1 _ S 1 is obviously a covering space of S 1 _ S 1 (by the identity map as the covering map).
For m " 3, consider the figure below, This is a covering space of S 1 _ S 1 (by the covering map defined as the arrows).
Notice that this is deformation retract to S 1 _ S 1 _ S 1 (when we quotient out one of edges as the figure above). So the fundamental group of
For m ą 3, similar as the above pattern, consider the figure below, This is a covering space of S 1 _ S 1 (by the covering map defined as the arrows).
Notice that this is deformation retract to S 1 _¨¨¨_ S 1 (as the figure above). So the fundamental group of S 1 _¨¨¨_ S 1 (F m ) has a subgroup isomorphic p˚to F 2 .
Then because F 2 has a subgroup isomorphic to F n , so F m has a subgroup isomorphic to F n for m ą 1. Then overall for n ě 2, F m will directly have subgroup isomorphic to F n (for all m ą 0, when m " 0, trivial).
Theorem 3.
For m and n non-negative integers, for which pm, nq does F m have a normal subgroup isomorphic to F n ?
Proof. At first suppose n " m " 1, that is trivial because they are isomorphism.
If n " 1, m ą 1, F m is not even subgroup isomorphic to a subgroup of F 1 . If m " 1 and n ą 1, then obviously F 1 is abelian and so the homomorphism sends the generating element of F 1 to a generating of F n sends F 1 an abelian subgroup isomorphic to F n , so it is normal.
Next, suppose m, n ą 1, we claim the Theorem 14: If F is finitely generated free group and N is a nontrivial normal subgroup of infinite index, then N is not finitely generated. Now suppose F m has a subgroup isomorphic to the F n , then the claim implies that F m can be isomorphism to a subgroup with finite index. Because a subgroup of a free group is free, the normal subgroup is also free and by part (1), the rank of that normal group is also m. And then by the Nielsen-Schreier formula Theorem 15, we have m " 1`epn´1q where e is the index of that normal subgroup. That is to say, a necessary condition that F m has a subgroup isomorphic to F n is n´1|m´1.
Next we show that if n´1|m´1, then F m has a normal subgroup isomorphic to F n . If n " m, that is straightforward. Let kpn´1q " m´1 for k ě 2. Let S 1 _¨¨¨_ S 1 with m copies is the spaceX and S 1 _¨¨¨_ S 1 with m copies be the base space. As the figure below, we define a map p :X Ñ X as the figure to makeX be a covering space of X.
Notice that for each x P X and each pairx,x 1 in the fiber of x, there is a deck transformation takingx tox 1 by the rotation map with feasible degree. Therefore,X is a normal covering space. Then by Theorem 13, p˚pπ 1 pX,x 0is a normal subgroup of π 1 pX, x 0 q F n . That is to say F m has a normal subgroup isomorphic to F n .
Theorem 4.
For m and n non-negative integers, for which pm, nq does F m have a quo-tient group isomorphic to F n ?
Proof. Claim: F m has a quotient group isomorphic to F n iff m ě n.
To the forward direction, suppose we have a normal subgroup N s.t. 
Notice that because both ψ and Ab are surjective, so is the map F. So we get a surjective homomorphism Z m Ñ Z n . That is to say, m ě n.
Conversely, suppose m ě n.Then there is a natural surjection from F m Ñ F n by sending the first n generating element from F m to the generating set of (3) for each x P X and each pairx,x 1 in the fiber of x, for that four covering space, there is a deck transformation taking x tox 1 by the rotation map with feasible degree. Therefore,X is a normal covering space. so by the Theorem 13, p˚pπ 1 pX,x 1is a normal subgroup). Next consider the infinite index case. Consider the figure below.
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It has rank four but it is infinitely sheeted, so it is infinite index. Notice that by Theorem 14, if p˚pπ 1 pX,x 1for that covering space above is a normal subgroup, then p˚pπ 1 pX,x 1cannot be finitely generated. That is to say, for all infinite index subgroup, it cannot be normal.
APPENDIX A

AN INTRODUCTION TO FREE GROUPS AND COVERING SPACES
Let S be a nonempty set, we denote S´1 be any set disjoint from S s.t. the cardinality are equal. Let's denote s P S its corresponding element s´1 in S´1.
Take a singleton set which is not contained in S Y S´1 (let's denote it teu). Then we define a word on S .
Definition 1.
A word on S is a sequence ps 1 ,¨¨¨, s n q where s i P S Y S´1 Y teu for
A reduced word is a word s.t.
1. s i`1 s´1 i for all i with s i e 2. If s k " e for some k, then the word is e.
So then we define the set of reduced words as FpS q.
Theorem 7. FpS q is a group under concatenation. We define FpS q a free group. 
FpS q is unique up to isomorphism.
Theorem 9. Every subgroup of a free group is free.
Corollary 2.
If F is a finitely generated free group and N is a nontrivial normal subgroup of infinite index, then N is not finitely generated.
Next we review some basic facts we need about covering spaces.
Definition 2.
A covering space of a space X is a spaceX together with a map p :
is a union of disjoint open sets inX, each of which is mapped homeomorphicaly onto U by p.
Theorem 10. The map p˚: π 1 pX,x 0 q Ñ π 1 pX, x 0 q induced by a covering space p :
pX,x 0 q Ñ pX, x 0 q is injective. The image subgroup p˚pπ 1 pX,x 0P π 1 pX, x0q consists of the homotopy classes of loops in X based at x 0 whose lifts to X starting atx 0 are loops.
Theorem 11. The number of sheets of a covering space p˚: π 1 pX,x 0 q Ñ π 1 pX, x 0 q with X andX path-connected equals the index of p˚pπ 1 pX,x 0P π 1 pX, x0q. Theorem 13. Let p : pX,x 0 q Ñ pX, x 0 q be a path-connected covering space ofthe pathconnected, locally path-connected space X, and let H be the subgroup p˚pπ1pX,x 0Ă π 1 pX, x 0 q. Then this covering space is normal iff H is a normal subgroup of π 1 pX, x 0 q.
The proofs of the above theorems can be found by [3] , [1] . Overall, we will use that facts about free groups.
APPENDIX B
NIELSEN-SCHREIER THEOREM Theorem 14. If F is finitely generated free group and N is a nontrivial normal subgroup of infinite index, then N is not finitely generated.
Theorem 15. (Nielsen-Schreier theorem) If G is a free group on n generators, and H is a subgroup of finite index e, then H is free of rank 1`epn´1q.
Proof. Let's prove it using algebraic topology again. By the theorem above, we
have an e-sheeted (path-connected) covering space (denote itX) of X "
Claim. For X a finite CW complex and p :X Ñ X an e-sheeted covering space,
show that χpXq " eχpXq.
Proof. Consider the characteristic maps ϕ α : D k Ñ X, because D k is contractible, we can lift it by the lifting criterion. BecauseX is n-sheeted. There are exactly e liftings of ϕ α to Y. So for each k-cell e k in X, there exists e k-cells in the lifted CWstructure ofX. Now let a i be the number of i-cells ofH, and b i be the number of i-cells in X. We have a i " e¨b i . And χpHq " ř n i"0 p´1q i a i " ř n i"0 p´1q i eb i " eχpXq.
Let's figure out χpXq. Notice that the CW complex construction of X is 1 0-cell and n 1-cells. So χpXq " 1´n. On the other hand, let's denoteX has 1 0-cell and x 1-cells. Because X is path-connected and orientable, so is it pathconnected covering spaceX. So H 1 pXq is free. Then by the Euler-Characteristic formula from [3] , we have χpXq " ř n i"0 p´1q i rank H i pXq " 1´x. That is to say χpXq " eχpXq " ep1´nq " 1´x. So rank H 1 pXq " x " 1`epn´1q. I.e., H 1 pXq " Z 1`epn´1q . Notice that H 1 is an abelianization of the fundamental group.
We have π 1 pXq ˚1`e pn´1q Z " F 1`epn´1q .
